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F or shooters who’d invite the 
extra challenge in the clay target 
sports or those who enjoy hunting 
quail and other upland birds with 

a lighter gun, the 28-gauge is certainly 
an option. Although not quite capable of 
handling a 28-gram load in a 2¾" cartridge, 
generally packing around 15/16th of an 
ounce or ¾oz, the 28-gauge is a nice 
shotgun to use being light, fast and when 
pointed in the right direction, just as 
capable of breaking most targets you’ll be 
presented with in sporting clays. This is 
more so on a skeet ground but absolutely 
delightful for quail hunting.

To this end Nioa have sourced a smart 
little 28-gauge from renowned and highly 
respected Turkish gunmaker Akkar. Their 
Churchill 828 Silver is the subject of this 

review and I have to concede the more I 
used the down-sized 28-gauge the more I 
enjoyed it. I won’t pretend the Churchill is 
any more than an entrance level shotgun in 
its class, but with a five-year warranty and 
attractive pricing, the Australian distribu-
tors are clearly backing it.

Barrels
I had to look closely at these to ascertain 
whether they were blued or hard black 
chromed, as is the case with some brands 
of shotguns from Turkey. My final assess-
ment was they’re blued but not on a highly 
polished barrel surface we’ve come to 
expect with many modern shotguns, espe-
cially compared to those made in Japan. 
I can’t really be critical of such a design, 
which looks more like the barrels are 

rubbed down with 1200 grade emery or 
finer as I encourage a matte finish on guns, 
especially those for hunting.

With barrels weighing 1.14kg and the 
gun 2.65kg overall, it’s a great deal lighter 
than a 12-gauge shotgun weighing around 
3.8kg and coupled with shorter 710mm 
barrels, the little 28-gauge is nimble and 
extremely ‘fast’ to move, not carrying the 
weight of a 12-gauge nor their 760mm 
barrels.

At the muzzle end the Churchill 828 
Silver has a barrel fluoro front sight and 
is fitted with internal choke tubes, five 
supplied and all packed into a handy plastic 
case along with the propeller-type spanner. 
Slots in the ends of the choke tubes imme-
diately identified the choke constriction but 
these should only be checked or installed 
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An overall view of the Churchill 828 
Silver 28-gauge.
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Available in 22LR, 22WMR & 17HMR

Available in 11 popular centrefire calibres
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Go wild for the Ruger American 
Rifle, now available in both 

centrefire and rimfire versions 
with Bronze Cerakote, GoWild 

Camo finish
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when the gun is unloaded - both barrels. 
The barrels are joined by solid side ribs 

running from the muzzle down into the fore-
end covering but not quite the full length 
of the barrels. The top rib is ventilated, 
measures 7mm wide and runs parallel to the 
full length of the top barrel, a cross hatching 
finish giving a non-reflective surface. At the 
chamber end the 28-gauge is suited to 2¾", 
70mm cartridges and shorter, presenting 
the opportunity to use 15/16oz which is just 
short of 28 grams, although the majority of 
loads used during the review were 24 grams 
(English Eley loadings) and ¾oz (American 
Federal). 

The ejectors are quite solid and timed 
well to eject empty shells well clear of the 
chamber when the gun is opened, construc-
tion of the monobloc robust with jewel 
polishing about the lower half to retain 
lubricants, an excellent idea. Locking of the 
action is via a bottom wedge/slide which 
travels the whole width of the monobloc, 
a couple of lugs built into the receiver wall 
mated with recesses in the monobloc and 
combining to maintain the integrity of the 
Churchill when fired. The system seems 
novel but well designed.

Receiver
Finished in plain matte silver the receiver is 
devoid of engraving except for the Churchill 
name stamped into the side and Akkar into 
the bottom of the receiver. As a base model 
gun this is acceptable and when you consider 
it retails for around $1295 there can’t be a 
lot to be expected in terms of lavish scroll 
engraving and the like.

Warrantied for five years, distributor Nioa 
has backed the gun’s reliability and service, 
the five-year guarantee something usually 
reserved for more expensive shotguns as 

most costing three or four times the price 
of the Churchill offer just a one or three-
year warranty at most. The triggerguard 
is comfortable in size and while the gun is 
light and feels like a scaled-down 12-gauge, 
it’s obvious parts such as the triggerguard 
and triggerfoot need to be generous for the 
shooter’s comfort and you’d still be comfort-
able wearing thin leather shooting gloves. 
Trigger pulls are reasonable and measure 
2kg (about 4½lb) for each barrel. The 
mechanically operated trigger system will 
be appreciated, especially for hunting which 
is where I believe the this gun will come 
into its own, particularly on quail and upland 
game birds such as grouse and partridge.

Operating the top lever became some-
thing of a skill as the new gun was pretty 

Akkar's Churchill - a Turkish delight

The Churchill with its gun socks, stylish case, instruction 
manual and choke tubes.

Choke tubes supplied are internal and stored in 
a plastic container along with the propeller-style 
wrench.

The receiver is plain with ‘Churchill’ 
inlaid into both sides and ‘Akkar’ on the 
underside. 
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DEALERS LICENCE NO: 409564311

PH: 02 9882 2689 $15 flat rate post 
for all orders anywhere 

in Australia.

*Excluding firearms and 
dangerous goods

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE  

DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311

www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS: 

MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 

SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery* 

 

 

 

 

BACK PACKS 

2200  $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo  $240

Hyper Hydro  $179

Hyper Vent  $310

Monster Fanny  $215        

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor  $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel  $430

Ultra Day  $240

 
RCBS  
Chargemaster 1500 Scales  $335

Chargemaster Dispenser  $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals)  $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers  $120

Uniflow Powder Measure  $160

Hand Priming Tool     $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit  $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale    $95

RC Supreme Master Kit  $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL 

Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest  $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest  $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL

DS750 Digital Scale   $135

Electronic Calipers  $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE

Standard Bi-Pod   $125

Pivot Bi-Pod   $175

Front Leather Bag   $65

Rear Leather Bag   $69 

 

 

 

RANGEFINDERS 

RX-600  $285

RX-750TBR  $405

RX-1000  $485

RX-1000TBR  $550

SCOPES 

VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40  $325

VX-I 3-9x50  $420

VX-I 4-12x40  $420

VX-II 1-4x20  $420

VX-II 2-7x33  $420

VX-II 3-9x40  $460

VX-II 3-9x50  $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  $620

VX-II 4-12x50  $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO  $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT  $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20  $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32  $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36  $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40  $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40  $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO  $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR  $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50  $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO  $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR  $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR  $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT  $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT  $1335

Call us for the best prices 

on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600  --------------------------- $275

RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370

RX- I000 --------------------------- $445

RX- I000TBR  --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275

VX-I 3-9x40  ---------------------- $295

VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380

VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40  --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x50  --------------------- $475

VX-II 4-12x40 AO  --------------- $560

VX-II 4-12x50  -------------------- $595

VX-II 6-18x40 AO ---------------- $635

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690

VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525

VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525

VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525

VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615

VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR --------------- $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50  ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR  -------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR --------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375

Chargemaster Dispenser $415

Chargemaster Combo $670

FL Die Sets (most cals) $70

Pro-melt Furnace $710

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool $90

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale $110

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125

Pivot Bipod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

19 Babbage Rd, Roseville Chase NSW 2069
MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm   SAT: 8am - 3pm
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2 MONTH LAY-BY WITH A 20% DEPOSIT

Caldwell Rock Combo 
Front Rest with 
Rear Bag ............ $229

RCBS Chargemaster Lite .. $599
WHILE STOCKS LAST

LEUPOLD SALE

VX-Freedom Scopes

VX-5HD Scopes

Bushnell Elite Tactical 
LRH 4.5-18x44 FFP Illuminated G2H
Last of the Japanese Bushnell’s
Was $1550 .............................. Now just $1195

VX-3i 4.5-14x40 
CDS ZL Duplex .........................................$995

VX-3i 4.5-14x50 
Matte Duplex ..........................................$1200

VX-3i 3.5-10x40 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

VX-3i 3.5-10x40 
CDS Matte Duplex ....................................$750

VX-3i Scopes

VX-3i 1.5-5x20 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

VX-3i 2.5-8x40 
Matte Duplex ............................................$720

C35 Standard Velocity .22lr  
Case Sale 5000 Rounds ...$499VX-3i 4.5-14x40 

Matte Duplex ............................................$900

VX-3i 6.5-20x40 CDS EFR Target
Matte Fine Duplex ..................................$1295

VX-Freedom 4-12x40 
Matte Duplex  ........................................... $475

VX-Freedom 3-9x50 
Matte Duplex  ...........................................$445

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 
Matte Duplex  ...........................................$365

VX-5HD 2-10x42 30mm CDS ZL2 
Firedot Duplex ........................................$1695

VX-5HD 3-15x44 CDS ZL2 
SF Firedot Duplex ...................................$1695

VX-Freedom 3-9x33 EFR  
Matte Duplex ............................................$630

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 Rimfire
Matte with Rimfire-MOA Reticle  ..............$389

Adler Straight Pull
IN STOCK NOW
Secure one while they last with a 20% deposit. 
$30 freight to your dealer Australia Wide.

Adler B230 Tactical  
with 5 shot detachable mag ......................$799
Spare Mags $80

Adler B220 All Weather 5 shot...................$695

Adler B220 Pistol Grip 5 shot ....................$649
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Manufacturer: Akkar, Turkey
Distributor: Nioa, Queensland
Model: Churchill, Silver 828 28-gauge 
over-and-under shotgun
Overall length: 1145mm/45"
Overall weight: 2.65kg/5lb 13oz
Barrel length: 710mm/28"
Barrel weight: 1.13kg/2lb 8oz
Bore and chamber: 28-gauge/0.550", 
70mm/2¾" chamber. Steel shot 
compatible, chokes no larger than 
Modified with steel shot loads
Chokes: Cylinder, Improved Cylinder, 
Modified, Improved Modified and Full 
chokes and spanner
Trigger pulls: Under barrel 2kg, over 
barrel 2kg
Length of pull: 360mm/14"
Drop at comb: 35mm/1¼"
Drop at heel: 50mm/2"
Warranty: Five years
Price: $1295

Akkar's Churchill - a Turkish delight

tight to activate but once the top lever 
was pushed well across to the ‘open’ posi-
tion the barrels were able to be dropped 
down, albeit a bit stiff. Closing the barrels 
was similar. They were firm but after 
several hundred rounds had been fired 
during testing they opened and closed with 
minimum effort. Design of the top lever is 
novel, with the centre removed and only 
a frame to push upon though it served its 
purpose well. Position of the safety catch-
cum-barrel selector is excellent and despite 
sitting proud it wasn’t easily knocked to be 
deactivated, its operation solid.

Stock and fore-end
Made from Turkish walnut, the stock and 
fore-end match well, grain character quite 
basic and chequering completed at around 
12 lines per inch. Coverage is reasonable, 
remembering the gun is light and has 
minimal recoil and it’s clear the chequering 
has been completed by machine with a 
double line border and no overruns. A thin 
rubber composite recoil pad is fitted to 
the butt of the stock to help maintain gun 
mount as recoil is never an issue.

The fore-end catch is at the front of the 
fore-end wood and released it from the 
barrels with little effort. Reinstalling the 
fore-end to the barrels required a little 
more effort than I thought necessary but 
once fitted the wood was snug and secure.

In the field
Testing the Churchill 28-gauge was a plea-
sure and also a challenge, being almost a 
kilogram lighter than a 12-gauge and having 
710mm barrels meaning the gun moved 

briskly. I occasionally over-lead close 
targets due to its speed but at one station 
I smashed a battue clay target at 45m just 
before it hit the ground, much to the amaze-
ment of all. With a little more practice and 
good load selection the 28-gauge will do 
most things a 12 is capable of using 28 or 
24-gram loads.

An important note is the Churchill 
28-gauge, for reasons unknown, must be 
cleaned immediately after use. I noticed a 
few marks around the monobloc face when 
I left the gun a couple of days as I intended 
to use it again and didn’t bother, so cleaning 
immediately after use is a necessity.

In conclusion I found the Akkar Churchill 
in 28-gauge great fun to use. It would be 
ideally suited to quail and rabbit hunting 
when coupled with correct shot size loadings 
- quick flighting quail perfect, fast-bolting 
rabbits in swamp tussocks excellent. The 
lightness of the gun also means if hunting 
all day, carrying it won’t be a burden. Priced 
at $1295 and fitted into a smart suede case 
with all accessories and carrying a five-year 
warranty, the Akkar Churchill 28-gauge 
represents excellent value. .

With action open the strong ejectors 
are evident along with the trapezoid 
bottom bite passing right across the 
monobloc. 

The safety catch-cum-barrel selector 
is in a traditional position. 

A selection of 2¾" loads from Eley (England) 
and Federal (US) for clay target shooting.

John puts the Churchill through its paces.


